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THI-SHOW TRANSCRIPT 2023-07-06 

 

NEW BEGINNING The warnings contained in the Blueprint and preface plus some shows has unfolded 

in the past week. I mentioned the French would take to the streets and other European countries will 

quickly follow. I warned that the people would start to go after the authorities and people in top positions, 

that has unfolded in France as well, as rioters attacked the mayor and his family. It is getting as I write on 

Sunday morning real ugly over there and deaths are inevitable. Lots of destruction of properties and 45K 

extra police called in to deal with it. This show will not and will never condone violence or wanton 

destruction, it is not an adult way to go about things. But, and it is a big but, after what has unfolded in 

the last 3 years from are so called leaders aided and abetted by the media, think tanks and agency clowns, 

just what did you expect? I say 3 years due to the fake Covid scam that will have lasting implications, but 

the sheer arrogance of leaders in deciding poor futures for all peoples, is now coming back to haunt and 

bite. Macron in particular has all the arrogance of the bourgeoise, telling the country to mask up, whilst 

he and others attending the G7 with no masks or social distancing, it’s taking the piss. Macron also 

increased the retirement age of all French people, due to his and others lack of any policies for and by the 

people, only serving the el-ites and faction people. He of course was appointed leader of the world, yet 

what as he done to deserve it? What has he done for the people? Nothing. What is worse is, it is not just 

Macron is it? none of them have done a thing for and by the people. Amazingly a comatose public has 

allowed them to ride roughshod over us all, but those days are coming to an end. I warned it would get 

ugly unless the authorities changed course, this is the start of it. The Blueprint has to be heard, the people 

have to be heard and discourse must take place soon. WE WEREN’T BORN TO FOLLOW 

 

The Book Team update: The Polish translation of From His Story to Our Story Volume 1 has been 

published. The German and Bulgarian translations are in progress. The Hebrew, Romanian and Polish 

translators are working on the Blueprint at this time. The French Blueprint translation is ready and 

formatted. The first portion of the Spanish translation of the Blueprint has been received and sent on to 

proofreaders. Once they sign off on it, the rest of the translation will proceed. The Consent booklet has 

been updated and is available on the Think Different, The Peoples Club Communal Gathering website. A 

booklet explaining the Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine is being prepared. The sales of the 

FHSTOS and the Blueprint are available from THI-show. com and also the bookstore called Lulu.com. 

 

June 2023 Blueprint Research Meeting: For Agenda & Influencers Submissions: MamaZ/Debbi White at 

mamazenja4@gmail.com. Attending: MamaZ/Debbi (host) Thomas Williams (Consulting), Allison, Amy, 

Brigid, Christine, Coleen, Dave, Ellen, Marjon, MaryAnn/mav (notes), Mike, Rochele, Steve, Susan, 

Todd. The LuLu Blueprint Book (Allison) is now arriving in member’s homes. 

 

Research Report (Mama Z) 1. This is our last meeting prior to launch. Current project task status review. 

2. M. Blaha and MamaZ refining Influencers Report (Excel Spreadsheet). Influencers were pulled from 
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14 THI shows on one sheet, with member suggestions on separate sheet. A Form for member suggestions 

will be developed at a future stage. Steve will follow MeWe for suggestions of influencers. 3. Determine 

how soon Google upload will take place, so we can each add to it there.  Google sheet link will be 

emailed to each member ASAP. 4. Team review spreadsheet data fields to prioritize data entry sets. 5. 

ACTION REQUIRED: Deb/MamaZ emailed each member the combined research report. Each member 

to input the names & contact data of influencers they personally found by Wednesday, June 28th, 2023. 

Please do further research to complete data sets if possible. 6. 12 days until July 4th launch. Thomas will 

be advised when list is ready for vetting and make final decisions on distribution method to priority 

influencers. 7. Mailer/Contact Form/Reply Form: Goal is to have a cover sheet to introduce Blueprint and 

provide one reply address. Next Meeting (July 6th): to finalize projects. We can continue to take turns 

maintaining the list, disband or repurpose. We can vote then. 

 

Thomas: Focus on email distribution. First three people to go out on July 2nd or 3rd followed by another 

25 top influencers that he & MamaZ will determine, then the 19 State Attorneys General who filed suit 

against BlackRock. There are no good guys, just factions until proven. Add to the list: Calin Georgescu, 

former UN Human Rights Council & Ex-President Club of Rome. He distances himself from corruption 

and pedophilia in this video: https://twitter.com/deefer62042349/status/1667878532377202689 As things 

are falling apart Rothschilds and the globalists are looking to us as the third faction, the one with 

solutions to restoring this world. Tabula rasa (clean slate) for non-pedophiles. Thomas will personally 

visit selected influencers which will be videotaped. For more information on Club of Rome, From History 

to Our Story, Vol. 2, Section 9. Thomas J. Melville (Linked In Deputy & Director of Global Intelligence): 

Susan will get contact information for Thomas to follow-up on needed list. The News isn’t always 

people’s favorite in the shows but it is demonstrating that things are falling apart and they are panicking. 

Website Consolidation is goal: Everyone needs to know where to find links and where to send info. 

MeWe individual groups will eventually be phased out with Agendas, Minutes & Action Required 

sections separated from general chat. International Blueprint submissions and translations: Christina said 

she would like to submit to international leaders in Bulgaria and Germany. Will need to sort out the 

guidelines for those, re: adding to the database. Report to MamaZ at her email above what you intend to 

do. 

 

Last week the team completed reviewing 14 months of the shows.  They found over 300 names of 

influencers mentioned.  The team is one-half done finding the contact information for each of them.  

Once that project is complete, I will review the list to prioritize where to distribute the book first. It is 

extremely important that the book be launched in an organized and quality-controlled way. It is likewise 

important to have a book distribution tracking system in place for all members to help us with.  The 

research team is working on that now. The initial plan is that I will personally mail the book to 3 top 

people - a July 4th book launch. The second phase will be to email the pdf or hand-deliver copies to a Top 

25. We believe that if even just one of the top groups mentions it publicly, the wildfire is sparked. The 
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book will then plant the seeds of change it is written for. After we have feedback from those first 29, then 

a plan for the members to distribute it more widely will be announced. For those of you who have already 

emailed the pdf link or posted it on social media, thank You, but let's stop for just a bit, then come back in 

a few weeks with a coordinated 'Bang'. 

 

The media team have now revamped the You Tube channel, and kindly ask your assistance by liking the 

videos and sharing the channel on other platforms. We have 13k followers on this channel and are hoping 

to increase the views in order to get the Blueprint message out. 

 

The Tik Tok channel is also ready for launch, this will attract a younger audience, but we would like 

someone with a bit of knowledge on Tik Tok to come forward to help us get the content suitable for the 

younger audience out. We have put a call out for photos of people pointing in order to create some memes 

for the Blueprint. The aim is largely to make them more personal with the message “We need you” and 

“You are the solution”. We would also like to ask people who feel inclined to send us clips with the 

caption “why this is needed”. So, we can put together a collaborative collection of personal messages, 

once again a more personal touch and approach to the Blueprint. Please contact the media team via Susan 

McCann with any questions or offers. We continue to push out content, but we need you to engage with 

the social media platforms especially Twitter, as this will help the channel to grow and get noticed. 

Thanks to all who continue to send us content and suggestions, please keep them coming, as it helps us 

greatly. 

 

Batsi conducted a mini-class on using Twitter, including using hashtag #newblueprintforhumanity when 

making comments or retweeting. The best method on Twitter is to quote and retweet, not just retweet. He 

talked to Aris and website is moving away from Big Tech Google Analytics. Looking for the best way to 

access what tweets attract best. QR codes don’t work in memes; there may be a fix. 

 

Youth report 3 July 2023 

 

Attended TPC Gardening Zoom and spoke with Rebecca, Chris & Steve in regards to children’s / Youth 

gardening content. Will continue further discussions with gardening team as the gardening website is 

built, to decide if they want to have content on the youth website or a link from the youth website to a 

youth section on the gardening website.  

 

Spoke with Mustapha from the TPC peoples colour group about a youth focused track he’s keen on that, 

but may seek a bit of direction for the lyrics. Currently I have suggested a problem and solution style, 

highlighting the systems showing many problems but offering solutions and hope for the future. Zenja 

also was happy to help with some music content. 
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youTHInk different spotify playlist we are building for tracks we can use that are already built in the 

various social media apps. These are primarily for use in reels created in the apps using images and THI 

memes to get the youths attention. 

 

Global ambassadors – We are creating a short list of possible youth affiliates that have common sense and 

we have common ground with, such as those in home-schooling networks, permaculture youth etc.  It 

would be great if we could have some youth from our THI/TPC family that would like to be ambassadors. 

 

Research list from Truss on some other groups to consider contacting.  

 

Youth website – Domain name & email address to decide and purchase, plus features and design.  

 

Social media – Chat spaces: Snap chat and Discord – Can do large group chats could have an adult 

moderator if needed. Content spaces: website, Tiktok, youtube, Instagram and Twitter. 

 

Ideas for pages/ tabs / content for youth website  

 

*Information (The Truth) – THI show content *Education (Think different) – THI show & TPC content. 

Kevin’s presentations or other suitable links *Action (Be the change) – The new blueprint for Humanity 

youth solutions action guide. *Community (The youth hub) – Chat space, forum, zoom interviews/ 

podcasts etc  

 

We have made contact with Gama Leo – THI member & content creator will continue conversing.  

 

Will Create a youTHInk different mewe group for those wanting to work on the youth project for 

discussions & to pick a suitable time for meeting.  

 

Have added youth card to Trello list.  

 

Have added youth topic to communal gathering in ideas & suggestions section. 

 

 Web team update July 4th: This is what we've done: The team continues to expand, we now have a third 

permanent member with a different skillset which complements nicely the expertise already available. 

The main 2 projects remain the building of the gardening website and the new THI shows archive; 

progress with both now picking up nicely. The data structure for the gardening website is in place, a 

tutorial video has been created, so the next milestone is the establishment of the gardening contributors 

team who will then begin the work to leverage the wealth of information collected by the gardening team. 

The development of the new THI shows archive, with a project code name of THI shows encyclopaedia, 
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is also progressing well; plans on how to streamline the process of finalizing the remaining steps have 

been discussed with the team and tutorial videos for contributors have been created. A meeting with the 

indexing team was held recently, a review of work already completed was carried out and a rather 

ambitious challenge was accepted, in order to bring forward the completion of the indexing work. 

 

This is what we need: A number of THI members have come forward to help with the data input required, 

we thank them in advance. Other members who we feel can also contribute have been approached, so the 

web team will expand further in the coming days and weeks. We ask THI members who have been 

following our shows for a while and indeed new members as well, if you would like to learn new skills, 

be they technical in nature or more towards the organisation / project management side, please get in 

touch. We know THI is a learning course and this is even more so, when it comes to the work we have to 

deliver; we will provide guidance and assistance and are grateful for every contribution people can make. 

 

This is how we go forward: Zoom meetings with contributors for the gardening and encyclopaedia 

projects will take place over the next fortnight; we recorded guidance and technical details so this can 

also be shared directly with the interested members. This way they can get a feel of the tasks at hand at 

their own pace, then we will facilitate the access required and provide additional direction as needed, face 

to face or indeed via chat / email, whatever works best and is quickest. The main theme and point being 

that people do and contribute with whatever they are interested in; enjoying what we each do is important, 

as is learning and being creative along the way. 

 

TPC Building Community meeting 26th May 2023 Heart and Mind: How to move to the Heart and what it 

means. What are our Mind and Heart? 

 

Human Divine existence: We exist because we are Spirit and have Divine immortal existence. We were 

created with three levels of Awareness, the Trinity of Mind Divine: Collective Awareness of one Unique 

Divine Immmortal Spirit and Mind. Higher: Unique Awareness of Experience of unique form in motion. 

Lower: Unique Experience of form in motion, energy, creation and connection. The Heart transends those 

three and also unifies Mind, Self and Will. 

 

Human Mind: Universe is the Divine Mind in motion. Our Mind precedes our physical existence and has 

responsibility for our existence, just like a dreamer is responsible for the dream. 

 

Human Heart: Physical embodiment of Divine Love, the source of our greatest power. No such thing as a 

dark heart, only a clouded and isolated Mind. When the Heart is open, no part of the body is closed. It is 

the zero point of the physical body energy field. It connects to all zero points across the Universe. 

Through the heart we feel emotions, joys and sadnesses of the world and we connect consciously to the 
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Divine Only, through the heart will we feel the flow of the world. But we must let the heart flow, barriers 

and dams brings in fears and the head, not the heart. 

 

Source: Source is a point in which everything exists, there is no space, an infinite mass at zero space: The 

zero point, it is where we are connected with everything. Energies created by our trauma's create heat, 

shadow work is to unwind those energies and create space. Raising our vibration cools the system. We are 

all a fractal of Source, so we all possess the same capabilities like creating. Love doesn't need energy, 

love collapses the space between us, the higher the frequency, the less space there is between us, the 

closer we are to each other. 

 

We discussed the question: What is love? Love is a higher frequency, what does that mean, how do we 

move into that? Words mentioned were: Being in harmony with the self, balance, having an 

understanding of what it means to be Human, vertical time is the frequency’s of Love, the higher the 

frequency, there is less space. Fear and Hate create space between us. No agenda, simple pure Love, 

being in balance: 45-55, things will be easy. Set the intention to be loving, not engage with lower 

frequency's coming in, observe and don't engage, we have to practice. We are responsible to act in a 

higher frequency. It is a conscious choice. We are here to learn to be conscious of the flow of Love and 

fascillitate it. If we would all be more around loving people, who are in balance, that would lift us all and 

make this planet so much better. FOLLOW YOUR HEART 

 

Work is also underway to contact the group Scorpions and the owners of that track, to in the future allow 

us to launch that song as the official track of The New Blueprint for Humanity. 

 

Here are the cover letters for the first three books sent out this week.  

 

To Elon Musk: We have observed your path with interest and at times see you fighting the common 

cause. We are looking for help and support from you with this important document, all produced by 

ordinary people with a desire to see a better world for us all. This document will be sent into many 

important places and people over the coming months, all funded by myself and our members donations. 

We are asking you to read it closely and then make contact with us to arrange meetings as to how we can 

take this forward. A private conversation with myself, Thomas Williams or Todd Heaps is available on 

this number: We are asking for you to promote it on all Twitter pages, so we can get it out far and wide 

and take the first steps towards improving this country and the planet. Your Twitter platform could 

become the official platform for The New Blueprint for Humanity It is designed to help all people recover 

from the mess the old world created. Our task is to build a new one in a better image. If you wish to 

support our group financially, for the cost of the postage, delivery, producing of the books etc. then the 

Paypal address is; tgwusauk@hotmail.com Or purchase these books for the benefit of others, go to our 

website; thenewblueprintforhumanity.org Or you can support our charity at; thepeoplesclub.org. Our 
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desire is to kick start real change and engaging all people of all walks of life, so we can all have a say and 

get a consensus as to how we can change things. As you will read from the document, no one is left out. A 

fair, equal and common sense approach in how to fix the world. Thank you for your time and hope you 

are able to accommodate us. 

 

The Guardians. Reminder, we are all Guardians of this planet, it is our responsibility and duty. 

 

Signed: ………………………………… 

 

To Douglas Rushkoff: I came across a piece of yours last year, detailing your meeting with Billionaires 

and their fears for themselves and the world. We have a plan that will be going out to as many as possible 

to change this planet for the better, for the all. This document is for America, but most solutions are 

generic and can be modified for each country to adopt. Work is underway by our team to have it 

translated in many languages. This document will be sent into many important places and people over the 

coming months, all funded by myself and our members donations. We are asking you to read it closely 

and then make contact with us to arrange meetings as to how we can take this forward. A private 

conversation with myself, Thomas Williams or Todd Heaps is available on this number: We would like 

the opportunity to meet with the billionaires you spoke of, and to engage them to promote this plan and 

how they can play a large role in changing this world. Their fear is replicated in all corridors of power and 

money people, their fear is justified, as they are frightened the people will come for them one day. Let’s 

engage and come up with a plan to not have that ugly situation take place. Our plan involves no violence, 

in many cases no incarceration for those who committed crimes, except those found interfering with the 

children. It is designed to help all people recover from the mess the old world created. Our task is to build 

a new one in a better image. If you wish to support our group financially, for the cost of the postage, 

delivery, producing of the books etc. then the Paypal address is; tgwusauk@hotmail.com Or purchase 

these books for the benefit of others, go to our website; thenewblueprintforhumanity.org Our desire is to 

kick start real change and engaging all people of all walks of life, so we can all have a say and get a 

consensus as to how we can change things. As you will read from the document, no one is left out. A fair, 

equal and common sense approach in how to fix the world. Thank you for your time and hope you are 

able to accommodate us. 

 

The Guardians. Reminder, we are all Guardians of this planet, it is our responsibility and duty. 

 

Signed: …………………………………  

 

To Candace Owens, We have engaged you before from our Peoples of Colors platform, on how to get the 

people to come together, not fight or barb each other. We have watched your progress and how you will 

take on the difficult subjects. We are asking for your help and support of this important document. This 
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document is for America, but most solutions are generic and can be modified for each country to adopt. 

Work is underway by our team to have it translated in many languages. We are wanting your help in 

spreading this document as far and wide as possible. This document will be sent into many important 

places and people over the coming months, all funded by myself and our members donations. We are 

asking you to read it closely and then make contact with us to arrange meetings as to how we can take 

this forward. A private conversation with myself, Thomas Williams or Todd Heaps is available on this 

number: The old world as we call it is finished, it cannot be fixed or mended and it requires a radical 

overhaul. Every old world system is totally broken, all ran into the ground by people who were service to 

self and self-serving agendas. The people are awakening and rising up and all the institutions of the old 

world are now coming under attack, unless we act quickly it will get real ugly on this planet. I have a vast 

range of knowledge that will be beneficial to you, on Governments, Financial, Military, Agencies and 

who really controlled the old system. Our plan involves no violence, in many cases no incarceration for 

those who committed crimes, except those found interfering with the children. It is designed to help all 

people recover from the mess the old world created. Our task is to build a new one in a better image. If 

you wish to support our group financially, for the cost of the postage, delivery, producing of the books 

etc. then the Paypal address is; tgwusauk@hotmail.com Or purchase these books for the benefit of others, 

go to our website; thenewblueprintforhumanity.org Our desire is to kick start real change and engaging all 

people of all walks of life, so we can all have a say and get a consensus as to how we can change things. 

As you will read from the document, no one is left out. A fair, equal and common sense approach in how 

to fix the world. Thank you for your time and hope you are able to accommodate us. 

 

The Guardians. Reminder, we are all Guardians of this planet, it is our responsibility and duty. 

 

Signed: …………………………………  

 

I have purchased a designated phone line for the use only for the Blueprint. Myself and Todd Heaps will 

field all the calls from interested people, hopefully to arrange meetings in person or Zoom with those 

people. The number will be available on the website, as will a designated page for invites to other shows 

or even MSM interviews. I will be inviting other members onto those interviews over time, to send a 

message of unity and so it doesn’t just become all about me. That is important going forward to show the 

world a unity, people from all walks of life coming together for the greater good of the all. 

 

I am pleased to announce all 3 books were posted today at 2.16pm and we have now set the course and 

path for what we can manifest in the future. That manifestation is dependent upon us all, if we all work 

hard at it, then we can have much success with it. All the markers have presented us with a window of 

opportunity to bring real change to this planet. Don’t expect instant results, although it may well produce 

that outcome. Share the website with friends and family, ask them to get involved. It matters not about 

whether they are awake or not, know about THI or follow it, the Blueprint transcends the THI show, as 
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this is for the all. The THI show was for the few, because only the few are willing to accept the full truth. 

That maybe something when you started on your journey, that you would not have agreed with that 

statement, but it is what it is. YOU AINT SEEN NOTHING YET 

 

Final piece tonight, which must not negate the memory of all of the hard work done by our members in 

getting to this stage, but this is a bit different to finish off this inaugural show. I attained an email 

connection to an Executive Office that will be able to forward this piece onto where it needs to go. Now it 

gets interesting. The message sent is as follows; To Mr. Putin President of the Russian (Rus) Federation; 

 

I am Thomas Williams an avid researcher of history and many other topics, born in Liverpool UK and 

moved to America in 2002. I started a radio show called Truth, Honor & Integrity show in 2016, after 

previously being a guest on other shows. After 40 years plus of research I came across a person known to 

you and your team by the name of Kimberley Ann Goguen. She was appointed the next Trustee within 

the Kremlin as I understand it. From 2016 onwards, together we worked on the Quantum System and 

many other things. We tried desperately to get the upper Order to see, that everything has failed. It all 

failed after a certain entity pulled the plug on the system of finance in 2008, yes I know who that person 

is. I have spoken with Kim to a few of your Generals at the time and they wanted to help, but ran into 

roadblocks. Four years on, those roadblocks are coming down, as even the blind can see it is all 

collapsing. I then did a series originally called From Russia with Love, that detailed more of the true 

history of Russia, one that is not allowed in “Western” circles or media. I had to change the name of that 

series to From his story to our story to be able to publish the book on the series, Volumes 1 and 2 

available on our website THI-show.com. In it we detailed the ancient Rus and how they came as the 

teachers of peoples, not the conquerors as his story portrays. Who was in 2/3 of Europe, the Americas, 

China and India helping their peoples to be better. The world needs to know this story about Russia and 

it’s ancient peoples with the Vedics. The Vedics are not Hindu or Indian, but Rus and the Urs of Perun 

and Tara. I was also the first westerner to cover information from two of your special people, Nicolai and 

Svetlana Levashov and how they tried to help the world see through the illusion. So our show has 

changed many opinions of the role of Russia and the Rus, including many in the Government 

departments. Following the end of my work with Kimberley Goguen, after she tried to compromise what 

I stand for, I endeavored to continue the work alone. Me and my team members have created a Blueprint 

for how life should be, called the New Blueprint for Humanity. Now whilst this is for America, most of 

the solutions are generic and the object is for each country to adopt it in their own unique way. Is it harsh 

the changes required to put this planet back to something resembling an adult advanced species? 

Absolutely. Almost every discipline, institution, profession or government is and has been operated in a 

wrong way. To accommodate real change, we have to do a 180 degree change everything to end the 

corruption, fraud, mismanagement and lack of knowledge on most subjects. It starts with the children, 

and in two generations we can turn this whole planet around and have something we can all be proud 

about. It is said in scriptures that Russia will lead the world in a new light and revolution. I am asking you 
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to take under consideration our Blueprint and drive humanity forward away from it’s current destructive 

path. We are working on getting copies to the White House and other significant departments, including 

the official book to Elon Musk in the hope he promotes it on Twitter. Many others will gain access to the 

book or the pdf version via our promotional efforts or our website; thenewblueprintforhumanity.org. It is 

our hope we gain access to dialogue with you and all others, in a safe and secure environment. Where we 

can discuss short and long term plans of how to fix this mess. This is an opportunity for us all, whereby 

the people have a true say in life and governance, becoming supportive of it and not sit back and take no 

responsibility. No longer should a few hundred people take responsibility for a country, all should and 

this document delivers that hope. Our challenge to you is? Will you oversee the greatest change on this 

planet since the time of Perun and Tara? Will you fulfill the “prophecies” of Russia leading the world in 

real change? Prophecies are just plans to unfold, we have a plan and wish to engage people in 

implementing it. The top Order have no plan, hence the world is collapsing into chaos. We don’t need 

their Order out of chaos, we need to diminish chaos and create true order for and by the people. We don’t 

need their likeness and in their image, we need our liking, desires, passions and drive to create a better, 

fairer world in our image. A world of no more internal wars, a world filled with hope, a world of 

abundance in the needs of life, a world where the children can be safe and taught in the best ways 

possible. A world filled with need not greed, a world filled with caring and sharing, not harvesting by the 

few, a world of cooperation that is not comparative or competitive. A world that thinks in a better way, 

acts in a better way and sends us onto a path of becoming an adult-based species. The path of the dark 

failed, we must build a new path of the light, as the Urs, Rus and Aryans did long in the past. Let’s bring 

the past to the now and chart a brighter future. 

 

The Guardians. Reminder, we are all Guardians of this planet, it is our responsibility and duty. 

 

Signed: …………………………………  

 

Date: …………………………………  

 

You can connect with us via the website; thenewblueprintforhumanity.org Or dial a designated number 

available on the website. All the effort and time for this project has been unpaid voluntary work, done by 

members from all over the world. Should you require the official copy, it can be purchased from our 

website; thenewblueprintforhumanity.org or via Lulu.com The New Blueprint For Humanity (lulu.com) 

That wraps up the first episode of our new series The Blueprint show, episode 2 will be in 2 weeks. 

Normal show returns next Thursday. ODE TO FREEDOM 

 

 


